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ABSTRACT        . 
Smith, William Benjamin. M.S.C.E., Purdue University, May 2014. Signalized Corridor 




Traffic engineers are often required to investigate the operation of a corridor and 
determine if there are any areas for improvement. Typical performance measures used to 
aid in the analysis are volume-to-capacity ratio and average delays based on the Highway 
Capacity Manual method. Signal timing software might also be used to adjust the split 
timings in effort to improve the corridor. This thesis discusses procedure to implement 
split timing optimization and delay analysis to enhance the current process of corridor 
assessment. 
 
This study examined the newly opened US-231 bypass corridor outside of West 
Lafayette, IN. Initially, all intersections were operating free. The first step was to create 
optimal coordination plans for the corridor. A new method was generated to create split 
timings using 85th percentile volumes over an extended period of time. The critical path 
of these volumes in the ring diagram was used to allocate the split percentages on each 
side of the barrier. Then, Link Pivot was used to create offsets for the timing plans across 
the corridor. 
 
After timing plans were established, corridor travel time and intersection delays 
were studied. Corridor travel time was determined using MAC address matching and 
found that all travel times improved while intersections were coordinated. Delay on the 
side street minor phases was calculated using a new “maximum vehicle delay” method. 




specific phase. All maximum vehicle delays increased during coordination. Total delay, 
both before and after coordination, was calculated for the coordinated phases using the 
input-output method and found that mainline delay decreased during coordination. 
Finally, maximum vehicle delays were converted to total delay and the corridor 
performance was determined using travel time and the total delays. The results showed 
that AM Peak and PM Peak timing plans should remain coordinated, and the rest of the 






CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
This study is an examination corridor operation characteristics at a new arterial 
outside of West Lafayette, IN. It begins by providing background for the corridor, 
including history, construction and intersection layout. The corridor was initially all 
operating free, and the study began after it was asked to be coordinated. First, data 
collection and detector health was examined. Then split timings and offsets were created. 
After the corridor ran and data was collected, the new coordinated timing plans were 
examined, considering mainline travel time and delay, both for the coordinated phases 
and side street minor movements. The study concluded by presenting all the results and 
providing recommendation for the operation of the corridor.    
 
 
1.1 Literature Review 
 
1.1.1 Signal Timing 
 
The Signal Timing Manual [1] provides an overview of signal timing and what 
needs to be considered by any agency involved in traffic signal control. It considers 
maintenance and operation of signals. It also gives a general description of basic concepts 
that need to be taken into account when designing or upgrading a signalized intersection. 
 
1.1.1.1 Coordination Methods 
 
There are 3 basic ways that a coordinated signal system could time the intersections: 




preset splits during every cycle in a timing plan. Fixed time plans are mostly used in 
dense signal networks in central business districts, and are usually coordinated. Actuation 
allows the controller to distribute green times according to vehicle demand. Fully-
actuated operation uses detection to control the green time on all phases, while semi-
actuated operation only uses detection to control the green time of the minor phases. 
 
Fully-actuated operation is sometimes equated with “non-coordinated,” with each 
phase being served in sequence and terminating according to minimum and maximum 
timing. This is also called allowing the intersection to run “free.” Actually, modern signal 
controllers can operate the coordinated phases with both an actuated and non-actuated 
portion, during coordination. This can be called “fully-actuated coordination.” This thesis 
uses the term “free” to refer to fully-actuated non-coordinated operation. 
 
The difference between semi-actuated coordination and fully-actuated coordination 
is explained in Figure 1.1. In a semi-actuated signal, the coordinated phase is completely 
non-actuated. That means that the yield point, or the point in which the coordinated phase 
can be terminated, happens at the end of the split for the coordinated phases. This means 
that the controller cannot stop serving the coordinated phase, regardless of the demand. 
This is shown in Figure 1.1a. Phases 2 and 6 are the coordinated phases, and the yield 
point happens at the barrier. In fully-actuated coordination, the yield point can be moved 
earlier in the coordinated phases. In Figure 1.1b, the yield point occurs earlier on phases 2 
and 6, making them actuated after that point and allowing them to gap out based on the 















a) Semi-actuated coordinated intersection


















Day et al. [2] found that there are benefits to operating fully-actuated coordination 
where the detection exists to allow measuring demand on the coordinated phases. It was 
shown that during low demand for the coordinated phases, allowing the controller to gap 
out and dynamically reallocate green time often improved the performance of the side 
street movements, yet did not cause any significant negative impacts on the progression 
of the coordinated movements. When there was moderate to high demand on the 
coordinated phases, the detector would extend the phase, preventing it from gapping out. 
 
 
1.1.1.2 Force-off Settings 
 
When a signal is actuated, there are 2 different force-off options that determine 
where the unused split time can go: fixed and floating. With fixed force-offs, any unused 
split time remaining when a phase ends rolls over to the next phase. If it doesn’t use the 
time, it continues to roll over until it reaches the coordinated phases, which cannot end 
until the yield point. When a signal is using floating force-off, all unused split time in a 
cycle goes directly to the coordinated phases, and the other non-coordinated phases do 
not have a chance to access the additional time. The coordinated phases start earlier in the 
cycle and are guaranteed to run until they reach the yield point.  These options are shown 
in Figure 1.2. In Figure 1.2b, the signal is running with floating force-offs and when 
phases 4 and 8 gap out, all the remaining split time goes to phases 2 and 6. In Figure 1.2c, 
the signal is running with fixed force-offs and after phases 4 and 8 gap out, the remaining 
split time goes into phases 1 and 5. They used all the extra split time so no additional split 



























































a) All phases use entire split
b) Phases 4 & 8 gap out, floating force-off




Day and Bullock [3] examined possible actuation and force-off methods using 
software-in-the-loop simulation with different volumes on mainline and side streets 
movements. When side-street demand was high relative to the mainline, there was a 
substantial reduction in total delay from using fully-actuated coordination with fixed 
force-offs, compared to semi-actuated coordination with floating force-off. During other 
volume scenarios, there were only negligible differences in the total delay, but there were 
still reductions in the average delays of individual side-street movements. At the same 
time, there were no substantial increases in average delay for the mainline coordinated 
movements. The results demonstrate that fully-actuated coordination with fixed force-off 
allows the controller to more flexibly reallocate green time during times when the side-
street volumes are high, but allows the coordinated phases to retain the green when the 
mainline volumes are high. 
 
This study also looked at the difference between free (fully-actuated, non-
coordinated) and coordinated operation. When the overall intersection demand was low, 
free operation provided the smallest total intersection delay, and there was little benefit 
from coordination. Even the coordinated phase total delay had little improvement under 
coordination (both fully-actuated and semi-actuated and for both force-off types). 
 
 
1.1.1.3 Assessment and Optimization 
 
A commonly used measurement of the operation of a signalized intersection is 
delay. The Highway Capacity Manual [4] defines delay by including three delay types: 
uniform delay, incremental delay and initial queue delay. Uniform delay calculates 
vehicle delay over a time period by assuming a constant arrival and departure rate. 
Incremental delay is added to help account for the randomness in vehicle arrivals. Initial 
queue delay is the delay for vehicles that are in a residual queue from the previous cycle. 




similar way, with the first two terms in his delay equations representing uniform vehicle 
arrival during an arrival period and randomness in vehicle arrivals over time. 
 
Webster [5] also proposed a way to optimize the split timings at an intersection. 
His method involved calculating the peak volume-to-capacity ratio (v/c) of each phase, 
defined as the peak flow rate divided by the saturated flow rate. Split timings were then 
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 The HCM [4] did not provide a direct procedure to determine optimum splits until 
recently. However splits could be calculated by applying volumes and cycle length to the 
delay equation and determining which splits provided the lowest delay. Signal timing 
software such as Synchro [6] or HCS [4] use this delay minimization method to give split 
timings for an intersection or system of intersections. 
 
 
1.1.2 High Resolution Data 
 
In order to perform an assessment on the operation of a traffic signal or system of 
signals, obtaining accurate data is necessary. Smaglik et al. [7] performed a study in 
cooperation with Econolite Control Products, Inc. in 2007. Econolite enhanced their 
ASC/3 controller software to include a data logger that stored time-stamped data of all 
controller events. Using this information, called high-resolution (hi-res) data, Smaglik 
was able to provide accurate performance measures such as v/c ratios and average delay 





Day, Sturdevant and Bullock [8] showed how high-resolution data could be used to 
enhance the traffic signal timing maintenance to include current operation of the signals. 
They used hi-res data to examine the capacity of a corridor. After comparing v/c ratios of 
individual movements with overall intersection capacity, it was possible to identify when 
split timings could be rebalanced in order to improve deficiencies. 
 
High-resolution controller data can also be used to monitor the progression on 
mainline coordinated movements. Vehicle arrivals during time in a cycle can be plotted 
over an entire day to help show the progression at an intersection. The graph, called a 
Purdue Coordination Diagram (PCD), is explained in Figure 1.3 and Figure 1.4. Figure 
1.3 is a PCD for a single cycle, showing what each point and line represent. The Y-axis is 
cycle time and X-axis is time of day. The black dots represent vehicle arrivals at the 
advanced detector. The green line labeled tBOG shows the beginning of green (BOG) 
during a cycle and the red line at the top labeled tEOG shows the end of green (EOG). All 
points labeled tLEOG represent the beginning of a cycle, as well as end of the previous 
cycle. Figure 1.4 shows a PCD for a 30-minute period. Notice that the BOG occurs at 
different times in the cycle. In Figure 1.4, a platoon of vehicles that arrived on green is 
circled (i), while below it vehicles that arrived on red during the same cycle are also 
circled (ii). In 2010, Day et al. [9] showed that PCDs could be used both to identify poor 















































































In 2011, Brennan et al. [11] expanded on using high-resolution data and PCDs, 
showing how they could be used to monitor multiple signal system operation 
characteristics and diagnose problems. This study first showed the benefits of using 
PCDs to assess progression at an intersection. Then it expanded the use of PCDs, 
showing how they could be used to find coordination errors in adjacent intersections, 







CHAPTER 2. CORRIDOR BACKGROUND 
2.1 US-231 Bypass 
 
US-231 is a north/south route that runs from Northern Indiana to the Florida 
panhandle. In west-central Indiana, US-231 connects Crawfordsville and I-74 to Greater 
Lafayette. Figure 2.1 shows its path across west-central Indiana. In Lafayette, from 
original construction until the late 1990s, US-231 ran along 4th Street in the west part of 
Lafayette into downtown, where it crossed the Wabash River into West Lafayette on 
Union Street. In the 1990s, a long-term relocation plan began that would take the road out 
of the cities of Lafayette and West Lafayette. The first phase of relocation was opened in 
2001. The new alignment bypassed most of Lafayette, crossing the Wabash and 
connecting with River Road on the south end of West Lafayette. In Figure 2.1, the slight 
curve of this relocation can be seen just south of the box marking the bypass project 
location. In September 2013 the final phase of relocation finished construction and 
opened to traffic. The segment, referred to as the US-231 bypass, is highlighted on Figure 
2.1, and Figure 2.2 shows it in detail. Notice in Figure 2.2 that the old US-231 route ran 
through the city of West Lafayette and acted as a campus border to the northeast edge of 
Purdue’s campus. The new route stayed outside of the city and Purdue’s campus to the 





















The US-231 bypass corridor began construction in 2011. Most of the roadway 
was built on land that was previously farmland. The design had to accommodate for both 
the Purdue University Airport and for the south end of the campus. This can be seen in 
Figure 2.2. Some of the construction operations were monitored and documented. Link 1 
shows a time-lapse video of the signal heads being installed for the intersection at Martin 











picture of the railroad bridge just south of Jischke Dr. during construction. The camera 
angle in Figure 2.3 is looking in the direction of US-231 SB, and the bridge can be seen 
in the signal head installation video on Link 1. After 3 construction seasons of work, the 
corridor opened to traffic on September 13, 2013. Figure 2.4 shows a picture during the 





















2.1.2 Corridor Layout 
 
The new US-231 bypass created 6 new intersections. An overview of the corridor 
with each intersection numbered is shown in Figure 2.5. Each intersection design is 
shown in Figure 2.5 through Figure 2.11. Details from every intersection figure are 
shown in Table 2.1. Notice the dual left turn lanes WB in Figure 2.6, and that Φ7 and Φ3 
run lead-lag. This is due to an intersection geometry problem that causes conflict points 
on the left turn paths, shown in Figure 2.7. In Figure 2.8, Φ1 (SBL) is protected only. 
This isn’t due to volume on the opposing thru phase, but a site distance problem caused 
by the railroad bridge pier that can be seen in Figure 2.3. Detection at State St. on Figure 
2.10 and Lindberg Rd. on Figure 2.11 are both atypical. Figure 2.10 shows that State St. 
has advanced and stop bar detection for every thru lane. For Lindberg Rd, Figure 2.11 
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2.2 Data Collection Method 
 
When the 231 bypass was constructed, no communication was installed along the 
corridor. Communication options that could have been installed by INDOT or the 
contractor include the following: 
• Fiber-optic cables, which connect each intersection to the internet by having a live 
cable line running underground along the corridor, with individual connections 
breaking from the main cable at each intersection and plugging into the 
controllers through the Ethernet port, via a fiber-to-Ethernet converter box. 
• Cellular modems in each cabinet connecting each to the internet by plugging into 
the Ethernet port. 
• Radio communication at each cabinet communicating with the nearby 
intersections by transmitting data through a Yagi antenna and connecting to the 
controllers via serial connection in Port 3A. 
Intersection Figure Number and Type of Phases Mainline Detection Side Street Detection
River Rd Figure 2.6 8 phase, all protected
Thru are 365’ from stop bar, with 
second set 100’ from stop bar. 
Left turns at stop bar
Advanced for thru lanes, stop 
bar for all lanes
Jischke Dr. Figure 2.8 4 phase, all protected
Thru are advanced 365’ from the 
stop bar. Left turn at stop bar At the stop bar




Thru are advanced, 365’ from 
stop bar. Left turns at stop bar At the stop bar
State St. Figure 2.10




Thru are at the stop bar and 
advanced 365’ from the stop bar. 
Left turns at stop bar
Thru are at the stop bar and 
advanced 295’ from stop bar. 
Left turns are at the stop bar
Lindberg Rd. Figure 2.11




Thru are advanced 405’ from the 
stop bar. Left turns at stop bar
Thru are advanced 300’ from 





• A combination of the methods above by using fiber-optic or radio to connect 
intersections to a master controller, then a cellular modem or fiber-optic to 
connect the master controller to the internet. 
 
All the intersections were installed with Econolite ASC/3 controllers. These 
controllers record and store high-resolution data of all the controller events that occur at 
an intersection [7]. However, due to limited flash memory storage capacity, only about 24 
hours of data can be stored at a time. When retrieving data from controllers that do not 
have communication, in order to ensure that no data is missed, a daily trip would have to 
be made to the intersection to manually upload the data from the controller. This can be a 
huge time commitment to do for an entire corridor and makes the process difficult. A new 
method was developed for the 231 corridor to store data using a single-board computer 
called a “Raspberry Pi.” 
 
Raspberry Pis are single-board computers that are about the size of a credit card. 
They have SD and USB ports to allow connection to external memory, screens, input 
devices like keyboards, and other components. Also, they have an Ethernet port to 
connect to the internet or other devices. Due to their small size and Ethernet port 
capability, Raspberry Pis were identified as an effective solution to the memory 
limitations on an ASC/3 controller. Figure 2.12 shows a Raspberry Pi computer plugged 
into a controller. A program was installed on a Raspberry Pi that allowed it to access the 
data logger on an ASC/3 controller and save it to its memory, which in this case was a 
32GB SD memory card.  A busy intersection logs around 1MB of hi-res data per day [12], 
so a Raspberry Pi with 32GB of storage could hold multiple years of data. Using a 
Raspberry Pi to store the data changes the required number of trips to ensure that all data 
is retrieved from daily to whenever it is convenient. After 3 weeks of daily trips to the 
corridor to collect data, Raspberry Pis were installed at every intersection in the corridor 











All intersections in the corridor were operating free (non-coordinated) after they 
opened to traffic in September, 2013. There was no time of day plan, and there was no 
immediate plan to develop a coordination plan for weekday or weekend operations. After 
hi-res data was collected and analyzed, INDOT decided that the volumes on the mainline 
thru phases might be high enough to warrant running coordination on weekdays. 
However, it was not clear whether this would provide better operation than running free 
at all times. INDOT and JTRP collaborated to develop timing plans and evaluate the 






There are two different objectives for the performance of a corridor that engineers 
can have when dealing with a system of intersections: minimize the corridor travel time 
along the mainline road, or minimize the total delay for all movements. The goal of this 
study was to balance these two objectives by analyzing appropriate performance 
measures and comparing the changes in the signal operation. The following chapters 
discuss the results from switching from free to coordination and finish by giving the 





CHAPTER 3. CORRIDOR ANALYSIS 
3.1 Communication 
 
There are multiple ways that a corridor could be in communication. If a corridor 
has no communication, installing Raspberry Pis is a cost-effective way to access the data, 
as demonstrated in this study. The cost of equipment for an individual deployment is less 
than $200. If intersections in a corridor are connected to a central system through an 
internet connection, then the communication health of each intersection can be remotely 
monitored. If any intersection is not accessible, then the communication problem should 
be identified and fixed before moving on in the assessment. [13] 
 
Initially, all intersections were isolated on the corridor. No communication method 
was included during construction. Since data needed to be collected, Raspberry Pi 
devices were installed in the cabinets to store the data (Section 2.2). Toward the end of 
the study, INDOT began installing cellular modems to establish communication to the 
intersections from offsite. River Rd. and State St. were the first two intersections to have 
modems installed. They went online on 2/11/2014. Another set of modems were installed 
on 2/27/2014 at Jischke Dr. and Lindberg Rd. All four of these intersections maintained 
24 hour communication while the study was happening. Airport Rd. had a modem 





3.2 Detector Health 
 
Properly working detection, or awareness of where detector problems exist, is 
necessary to perform an accurate corridor analysis. The detector health can be tested by 
examining the hi-res data. A query can be constructed to look at the detector on/off 
events. The data would show all of the detector channels that had data at an intersection. 
All of these channels could then be cross-checked with a detector map that showed all the 
detector channels that are in use at an intersection. Any discrepancies would indicate a 
detector health problem. 
 
One detector issue was discovered on US-231. The advanced detection for 
northbound US-231 at State St. was not generating any detection events. Figure 3.1 
shows the detector rack where the NB advanced detector channels are located. Channels 
37 and 38 are labeled “NA2-5” and “NB2-5” respectively in the cabinet, where “N” is the 
direction, “A” or “B” is the lane, “2” is the phase, and “5” is the detector number. 
INDOT detectors are numbered from 1 starting with the detector closest to the stop bar. 
Figure 2.10 shows the detector layout in detail. Table 3.1 contains a count of “detector on” 
events from detectors on rack 3. Channels 37 and 38 both had zero counts. When the 
issue was examined in the cabinet, it was found that when the detector card was plugged 
in and active at the controller level, there was a constant call made to the controller from 
the channels. This indicated that the detector was broken. The appropriate INDOT 







Figure 3.1 Detector rack layout for rack 3 at US-231 & State St. 
 
 
































3.3 Flow Rates 
 
Flow rates provide a summary view of how traffic volumes are distributed by 
phase and time of day. They allow volume spikes for certain phases and their 
corresponding times to be detected. Also, flow rates can be used to examine the effects 
that any changes had on the intersection. Figure 3.2 shows flow rates at River Rd. during 
one day of free operation. For intersection layout and phasing refer to Figure 2.6. The 
data shows the intensity of the volume peaks and their associated times. For instance, in 
Figure 3.2 a noticeable volume peak is shown on Φ2 between 0600 and 0900. When 
creating timing plans, this volume spike information is helpful to develop a time of day 








3.4 Creating Split Timings and Offsets 
 
The first step in converting an intersection from free to coordinated is to develop 
splits for coordinator patterns. As discussed in the literature review in Section 1.1, the 
traditional methods for creating optimized split timings are the Webster method, which 
uses volume-to-capacity (v/c) ratio [5], and the HCM method, which focuses on 
minimizing movement delays [4]. The method used to create optimal splits for this study 
was similar to the Webster v/c method; however it was different from any previously 
performed and documented method. 
 
 
3.4.1 Split Timings 
 
It was determined by INDOT engineers that the corridor should have timing 
patterns for a standard time of day (TOD) schedule. This meant that there would be 3 
coordinator patterns: AM Peak, PM Peak and Off Peak. The TOD schedule ran AM Peak 
from 0600-0900, Off Peak from 0900-1500, PM Peak from 1500-1900, and finally Off 
Peak again from 1900-2200. In all, the corridor would be coordinated from 6:00am-
10:00pm. 
 
The split optimization method was created using what the “critical lane” method. 
This method is similar to the Webster method, with the exception that the proportion of 
volumes per lane are used to equalize the proportion of split time given to each phase. 
Also, unlike the single-ring application of the Webster method, this procedure uses the 





First, the method will be stated step by step. After, it will be simplified by using 
the data from the 231 corridor to show how the AM Peak plan for Lindberg Rd. was 
determined. The steps in the split optimization process are summarized as follows: 
• Step 1: Collect intersection volumes over a long period of time, placing them in 
15 minute intervals per phase per lane, separated by the TOD schedule. 
• Step 2: Calculate the 85th percentile volume over each timing plan for each phase. 
• Step 3: Sum the volumes of each ring on their respective side of the barrier. 
• Step 4: Choose the larger sum from Step 3 on each side of the barrier and use this 
new “ring” as the critical path. 
• Step 5: Convert the critical path sums on each side of the barrier to percentages of 
the total critical path volume. 
• Step 6: With 85th percentile volumes from Step 2 and the sums from Step 3, 
calculate the percentage of volume for each phase in their ring. 
• Step 7: Multiply the number from Step 6 with the respective number from Step 5 
for each phase to determine their split percentage. 
• Step 8: Determine a cycle length and convert split percentages to seconds. 




3.4.1.1 Steps 1 and 2 
 
In Step 1, a query was written that would extract the total count of “detector on” 
events for any count channel over a defined period of time and sum them in 15 minute 
bins. The query had filters that omitted weekends and constrained it to a certain time 
frame, such as 0600-0900 for the AM peak. This query was executed for every 
intersection over all the days that data was stored on the corridor, as shown in Figure 3.3. 
Step 2 was performed using the data from the query. The results from Step 2 are shown in 




The 85th percentile is used for many design calculations.  Volumes for a design hour 
often come from 1 day of counts, or a short set of days, that are converted to a design 
volume using factors about the day, weather, time of year, etc. The volume data used in 
this study was from 64 weekdays. The 85th percentile 15 minute volume for a certain 
timing plan was extracted from the hi-res data instead of manually counting turning 





Figure 3.3 Dates that volume data was used for critical path method 
 
 














1 SBL 12 1 15 15
2 NB 4, 7 2 61 30.5
3 WBL 19 1 9 9
4 EB 11 2 84 42
5 NBL 3 1 10 10
6 SB 15, 16 2 75 37.5
7 EBL 8 1 15 15




3.4.1.2 Steps 3 and 4 
 
To help illustrate Steps 3 and 4, a ring diagram is shown in Figure 3.4. The 
numbers directly outside of the ring diagram are the adjusted 85th percentile volumes for 
the Lindberg Rd. intersection that were displayed in Table 3.2. These volumes were 
summed for all the phases in each ring on each group of compatible phases separated by 
the barrier in Figure 3.4. Then the higher sum on each side of the barrier was selected as 
the total for the critical path, and is highlighted in red in Figure 3.4.  
 
The amount of time needed to serve a compatible phase group is determined by 
the largest volume of any single ring in the group. All phase pairs in each ring must have 
the same total split. Therefore, the greatest split for any ring must be used for all of the 














15 veh per 15 min 30.5 veh per 15min 9 veh per 15min 42 veh per 15min







3.4.1.3 Steps 5 through 9 
 
Once Steps 1 through 4 were completed, the values from those steps were used to 
complete Steps 5 through 7. These steps can be seen in Table 3.3. The column labeled 
“Percentage of critical path” in Table 3.3 shows the results from Step 5. For example, for 
the Phase 5 and Phase 6 rows in Table 3.3, the percentage of critical path is equal to [47.5 (47.5+51)⁄ ] , or 48.2%. The sum of splits for all rings must be equal, so the non-
critical path phases must have the same total split as the critical path phases within each 
phase group. 
 
Step 6, whose results are shown in the column labeled “Percentage of ring on side 
of barrier” in Table 3.3 is calculated using the results from the results of Steps 2 and 3, 
located in columns 2 and 3 in Table 3.3. 
 
Step 7, the split percentage calculation, is equal to the percentages from Steps 5 
and 6 multiplied together. This value is shown in the column labeled “Split (%)” on Table 
3.3. These values are the proportion of volume in adjacent phases that are normalized to 
add up to the percentage of critical path on their respective side of the barrier. For 
example, in Table 3.3, phase 2 has 67% of the total phase group volume (the total of 
phases 1 and 2). Since those phases get 48.2% of the split, phase 2 gets 67% of 48.2% for 
its split of 32.3% (67% × 48.2% = 32.3%), and phase 1 gets the remaining portion 
(48.2% - 32.3% = 15.9%).  
 
In Step 8, a 90 second cycle was chosen for the corridor. This value was selected 
based on input from the INDOT engineer responsible for the corridor signal operations, 
after considering the volume levels. The selection of 90 seconds is based on the presence 
of eight-phase intersections, which typically have a minimum cycle length of 
approximately75-80 seconds to achieve the required minimum greens and clearance 
times. Cycle lengths on most moderate volume INDOT corridors range between 100-120 




seconds was selected as a compromise between the minimum cycle length and a typical 
INDOT corridor cycle length. 
 
The final step, Step 9 determined the final splits for the corridor. When the split 
timings were calculated, the corridor had been running free for several months, so each 
intersection already had a timing plan and their corresponding minimum greens and 
clearance times needed to determine minimum split percentages. For Lindberg Rd., these 
values are shown in Table 3.4. Table 3.3 shows that phases 3 and 5 had to have split time 
added to accommodate the minimums. The required time was subtracted from phases 4 
and 6 respectively. The final split times are shown in the column labeled “Adj. Split (%)” 
in Table 3.3. The final programmed splits for every intersection in the corridor are shown 













































8 34 17 53.1% 27.5% 28%
ControllerSettings
Phase
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Min Green (s) 5 15 5 15 5 15 5 15
Yellow (s) 3.6 5.0 3.5 4.3 3.6 5.0 3.5 4.3
Red Clr (s) 2.5 1.7 2.5 2.5 2.5 1.8 2.5 2.5
Minimum Split (s) 11.1 21.7 11.0 21.8 11.1 21.8 11.0 21.8
Minimum Split 













Figure 3.7 Calculated and installed splits for Airport Rd. 
 





1 1% 13% 11.7
2 72% 51% 45.9
3 22% 18% 16.2
4 6% 18% 16.2
5 13% 13% 11.7
6 60% 51% 45.9
7 13% 15% 13.5
8 14% 21% 18.9





1 4% 13% 11.7
2 49% 38% 34.2
3 41% 31% 29.7
4 5% 18% 14.4
5 16% 13% 11.7
6 38% 38% 34.2
7 12% 15% 13.5
8 34% 34% 30.6





1 3% 13% 11.7
2 48% 27% 24.3
3 47% 45% 40.5
4 3% 16% 14.4
5 10% 13% 11.7
6 41% 26% 23.4
7 6% 14% 12.6
8 44% 47% 42.3
a) AM Peak (0600-0900) b) Midday (0900-1500) c) PM Peak (1500-1900)





1 23% 24% 21.6




6 85% 84% 75.6
7
8 15% 16% 14.4





1 22% 24% 19.8




6 74% 74% 66.6
7
8 26% 26% 23.4





1 9% 12% 10.8




6 57% 57% 51.3
7
8 43% 43% 38.7
a) AM Peak (0600-0900) b) Midday (0900-1500) c) PM Peak (1500-1900)





1 11% 12% 10.8
2 66% 41% 27.9
3
4 22% 47% 42.3
5 3% 12% 10.8
6 74% 41% 27.9
7
8 22% 47% 42.3





1 11% 12% 9.9
2 46% 41% 37.8
3
4 43% 47% 42.3
5 4% 12% 9.9
6 52% 41% 37.8
7
8 43% 47% 42.3





1 5% 12% 10.8
2 60% 41% 36.9
3
4 34% 47% 42.3
5 3% 12% 10.8
6 63% 41% 36.9
7
8 34% 47% 42.3













Figure 3.10 Calculated and installed splits for U.S. 52 





1 27% 27% 24.3
2 23% 23% 20.7
3 1% 12% 10.8
4 49% 38% 34.2
5 12% 12% 10.8
6 38% 38% 34.2
7 10% 13% 11.7
8 40% 37% 33.3





1 24% 21% 18.9
2 21% 24% 21.6
3 2% 12% 9.9
4 53% 43% 39.6
5 17% 17% 15.3
6 28% 28% 25.2
7 7% 13% 11.7
8 49% 42% 37.8





1 17% 17% 15.3
2 31% 31% 27.9
3 3% 12% 9.9
4 49% 40% 36.9
5 20% 20% 18
6 28% 28% 25.2
7 4% 13% 11.7
8 48% 39% 35.1
a) AM Peak (0600-0900) b) Midday (0900-1500) c) PM Peak (1500-1900)





1 16% 16% 14.4
2 32% 32% 28.8
3 9% 13% 11.7
4 43% 39% 35.1
5 10% 13% 11.7
6 38% 35% 31.5
7 24% 24% 21.6
8 28% 28% 25.2





1 16% 16% 14.4
2 32% 33% 29.7
3 15% 15% 13.5
4 36% 36% 32.4
5 15% 15% 13.5
6 34% 34% 30.6
7 12% 14% 12.6
8 40% 37% 33.3





1 11% 13% 11.7
2 39% 37% 33.3
3 19% 20% 18
4 30% 30% 27
5 21% 21% 18.9
6 30% 29% 26.1
7 7% 13% 11.7
8 42% 37% 33.3
a) AM Peak (0600-0900) b) Midday (0900-1500) c) PM Peak (1500-1900)






2 21% 21% 18.9
3 19% 21% 18.9
4 60% 58% 52.2
5
6
7 0% 14% 12.6
8 79% 65% 58.5






2 14% 19% 17.1
3 18% 19% 17.1
4 67% 62% 55.8
5
6
7 0% 13% 11.7
8 86% 68% 61.2






2 17% 23% 20.7
3 24% 24% 21.6
4 60% 53% 47.7
5
6
7 1% 12% 10.8
8 82% 65% 58.5




3.4.2 Link Pivot Offset Optimization 
 
The other coordinator pattern input that needed to be determined were offsets for 
each TOD plan. A standard way to determine offsets is by calculating the travel time 
between intersections at an assumed vehicle running speed, and using this value as an aid.  
A time-space diagram can be developed, and using this travel time, arrivals on green can 
be optimized by balancing against the volume in each direction. Most signal timing 
software packages use this method and it is based on a delay estimate using the design 
volume inputs and a model of arrivals and departures. The initial offsets on the corridor 
were created using the travel time between intersections, assuming that during the AM 
Peak the mainline vehicle direction is towards the gateway to the Purdue University 
campus at State St., and during the Midday and PM Peak the direction is away from State 
St. 
 
After the initial offsets were made, a previously developed method to optimize 
offsets and arrivals on green called Link Pivot [14] was used for the corridor. The Link 
Pivot method optimizes offsets along a two-way arterial by considering each intersection 
and the internal link flows that it affects internally. The first intersection’s offset affects 
the link flows at one arriving approach and one departing approach. An offset adjustment 
that maximizes the arrivals on green (AOG) is determined for that intersection. For the 
next intersection, any adjustments to its offset are also made at the first intersection, so 
that the previously optimized link flows cannot be changed. This is repeated for all 
subsequent intersections until the arterial is fully optimized. 
 
Using a week’s worth of hi-res data collected while the original offsets were in 
operation, Link Pivot was applied and new offsets were calculated. These were 
programmed into the controllers, and afterwards new results were collected.  Figure 3.11 
shows PCDs while operating free, coordinated with initial offsets, and coordinated with 
link pivot offsets. Platoons are circled in blue in Figure 3.11. Notice that while operating 




Link Pivot (c) the platoon arrived mostly on green. It can be seen from both the PCDs 
and the AOGs in Figure 3.11 that the coordination was significantly better after Link 






Figure 3.11 PCDs at Jischke Dr intersection (BOG = Beginning of Green, EOG = End of 
Green, AOG = Arrivals on Green). 
 
 
a) Running Free on January 17, 2014 AOG = 2807/3934 (71.4%)
b) Running Coordinated on January 23, 2014 (before link-pivot) AOG = 2783/3483 (79.9%)











3.5 Actuated Coordinated and Force-off Options 
 
For the 231 corridor, there were low volumes on the mainline at every intersection. 
For the side streets, some intersections had low volumes (Jischke and Airport), some 
medium (State and Lindberg) and some high (River). In the literature review, different 
options for actuation and force-offs were discussed [2,3]. Since this corridor had low 
demand on the mainline and demand that varied between low and high on the side streets, 
it was decided that the entire system would run fully-actuated coordinated with fixed 
force-offs. The yield point was set with a standard fully-actuated value of 10% split 
extension. This meant that the yield point was a distance of 10% of the cycle, or 9 
seconds, from the end of the coordinated phases. 
 
 
3.6 Corridor Travel Time 
 
The method used to calculate travel times for the corridor was the technique of 
matching MAC addresses [15,16]. This involved setting up Bluetooth monitoring stations 
(BMSs) along the corridor that record time-stamped MAC addresses when vehicles 
containing Bluetooth-enabled electronic devices passed. A MAC address is a 48-bit 
address assigned by the manufacturer to devices such as cell phones, laptops and GPS 
devices and is used to create a unique identification number for vehicle identification. If 
the same MAC address is observed at one BMS at 11:47:00 and at a different BMS at 
11:54:00, it is concluded that a vehicle had a 7 minute travel time from one to the other. 
 
Figure 3.12 shows the locations of the BMSs that were set up along the corridor. 
There were 7 cases set up, 6 of which were placed just south of each intersection, with 
the remaining BMS placed upstream on Jischke Dr. The reason that a BMS was placed 
between each intersection was to allow corridor travel to and from any intersection to be 
calculated. Also, the additional BMS placed on Jischke Dr. was used to ground truth the 




Travel time across the entire corridor is measured between BMS-1 and BMS-7. 
These results can be seen in Figure 3.13.  The coordinated travel times occurred from 
2/10 to 2/14/2014 and the free travel times occurred from 2/16 to 2/19/2014. Notice in 
Figure 3.13 that the largest median travel time improvement occurred in the AM peak for 
the northbound direction and in the PM peak for southbound. Figure 3.13 also shows a 
large variance between the 1st and 3rd quartile travel times while during the PM peak free, 
both for northbound and southbound. It is unlikely for arterial (mainline) vehicles to 
arrive on green when the intersection runs free, because the controller often leaves the 
coordinated phases to serve the side street movements. Only when there is sufficient 
traffic to extend the coordinated phase greens, or when there is a long gap in side street 
arrivals, are there periods where the mainline traffic has an open green window. On the 
231 corridor, the side streets sometimes had higher volume, resulting in more red time for 
the mainline. In the PM peak, the side streets on the 231 corridor have their highest 
volume due to traffic coming from students, faculty and employees leaving Purdue 
University in the evening. Therefore the large variance (high 75th percentile) seen in 














Figure 3.13 Median travel times of entire 231corridor (BMS-1 to BMS-7), with lines to 





























CHAPTER 4. VEHICLE DELAY 
Although the split timings were created using a volume balancing method rather than 
delay minimization, delay is an effective performance measure for evaluating how a 
corridor is running and how the changes affect the performance.  The goals of the study 
discussed in Section 2.3 include both comparing the change in corridor travel time and 
the change in delays for the side-street movements. In the last chapter, the corridor travel 
time had a substantial reduction in travel time because of coordination, as seen in Figure 
3.13. This chapter will examine the impact of coordination on delay by introducing the 
new concept of maximum vehicle delay on the side street movements, examining the 




4.1 Maximum Vehicle Delay on Side Streets 
 
Transportation departments often receive user complaints that an intersection had 
an abnormally long side street delay. The concerned citizen might claim that their delay 
was unusually higher than they would normally expect. After receiving complaints of 
reported wait times that were greater than the longest possible delay based on the 
controller settings, INDOT and JTRP collaborated to develop a performance measure to 
calculate the longest actual delay in a signal cycle. 
 
Most side street approaches have a stop bar detection zone that was used for phase 
actuation. By monitoring the occupancy of this detector and associating it with the state 




the first vehicle arrived at the detector and when that vehicle received a green indication. 
This was named the “first vehicle delay.” This study took the concept of first vehicle 
delay and expanded it to calculate the longest delay of any vehicle on the side street, 
including vehicles that made a right turn on red. The new performance measure was 
called “maximum vehicle delay”. 
 
The data logger records all controller events and time-stamps that are needed to 
find the longest delay during a cycle. The events needed for maximum vehicle delay are 
“detector on” (don) and “detector off” (doff) for all channels associated with the side street 
phase in question, as well as beginning of green (BOG) and end of green (EOG) for the 
same phase. Using those controller events, the maximum vehicle delay for a cycle is the 
maximum of three separate possible values, as explained by the following: 
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The 3 event listed at the end of equation 4.1 are separate cases that can occur at an 
intersection. To help translate raw controller data to visual events at an intersection, 
controller events were changed to visual format for each of the three cases. 
 
 
4.1.1 Case 1: First Vehicle Delay 
 
The case of first vehicle delay is simply the wait time of the first vehicle to arrive 
at an approach while the phase isn’t being served. Figure 4.1 shows the events at an 
intersection that result in a first vehicle delay. Notice in Figure 4.1a, at time 15:39:44.7 




Figure 4.1b, at time 15:39:47.6 a vehicle arrived at the Φ8 approach and turned the 
detection on. Φ8 wasn’t served immediately, either because phases 2 and 6 hadn’t served 
their minimum green or they had vehicles extending their green time. Figure 4.1c shows 
that at time 15:40:11.8, Φ8 began green and served the vehicle. The first vehicle delay 
was equal to the time the vehicle was served minus the time it arrived, or 24.2 seconds 








Figure 4.1 Maximum vehicle delay for case 1, first vehicle delay. 
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4.1.2 Case 2: Right Turn on Red Vehicle Delay 
 
The delay for a vehicle that turns right on red is equal to the time it waited to 
make the right-turn movement at the intersection. Figure 4.2 shows the events at an 
intersection that result in a right turn on red vehicle delay being the maximum vehicle 
delay. In Figure 4.2a, at time 15:41:41.9 a vehicle arrived at Φ8 detection. Φ8 wasn’t 
immediately served, either because phases 2 and 6 hadn’t served their minimum green or 
they had vehicles extending their green time while the Φ8 detector was occupied. In 
Figure 4.2b, at time 15:41:52.3 the vehicle made its right-turn while Φ8 was still red. At 
the same time, a vehicle was approaching the detection zone. In Figure 4.2c, at time 
15:42:02.5, Φ8 turned green and the vehicle in the detection zone was served. This 
vehicle did not wait as long the right turn on red (RTOR) vehicle, so the maximum 
vehicle delay was equal to the wait time of the RTOR vehicle, or 10.4 seconds, seen in 








Figure 4.2 Maximum vehicle delay for case 2, right turn on red. 
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4.1.3 Case 3: Detector Occupied at End of Phase 
 
When a detector is occupied at the end of green for its phase, the maximum 
vehicle delay is equal to the wait time of the first vehicle that wasn’t served in the 
original green. Since the arrival time of vehicles during green is unknown, the maximum 
vehicle wait was calculated as the difference in the next beginning of green and the end 
of green when the delay started. Figure 4.3 shows one possible example of this delay. In 
Figure 4.3a, at time 15:43:21.5, Φ8 was nearing its end of green and could gap out since 
the detector wasn’t occupied. In Figure 4.3b, after Φ8 gapped out, at time 15:43:24.8 it 
began its red clearance (EOG). The yellow vehicle had already arrived on the detection 
zone when red clearance began. In Figure 4.3c, at time 15:44:29.2 Φ8 was served in the 
next cycle. The maximum vehicle delay representing the yellow vehicle was equal to the 
end of green in (b) minus the beginning of green in (c), or 64.2 seconds, shown in Figure 
4.3c. This equation translates to ( )EOGBOG −  in equation 4.1. 
 
There is a worst case scenario for this delay, where there is a long queue that isn’t 
completely served by the phase. This case is called a split failure. The first car in the 
residual queue would have been waiting at the intersection longer than the end of green to 
beginning of green. Because there are no advanced detectors, there is no way to 
determine when the vehicle entered the queue in the previous cycle; consequently, the 
(BOG – EOG) underestimates the delay of the vehicle. Better tools, such as v/c ratio, 








Figure 4.3 Maximum vehicle delay for case 3, detector occupied at end of phase 
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4.1.4 Maximum Vehicle Delay Before and After Coordination 
 
The coordinated timing plans shown in Figure 3.5 through Figure 3.10 were put 
into operation on January 21, 2014. While the new timing plans were running and data 
was being collected to eventually compare the max vehicle delays, a tool was constructed 
that took raw hi-res data for an intersection and calculated the max vehicle delay of each 
cycle. The tool could query the hi-res data from the INDOT database for as many days as 
desired, calculate each max vehicle delay by accounting for 3 the options discussed in 
Section 4.1, and tabulate them for each timing plan. Figure 4.4 shows the date ranges that 
were put into the max vehicle delay tool to compare free operation to coordination. Some 




Figure 4.4 Dates that free and coordinated data were combined for plots. 
 
 
The results for maximum vehicle delays for each TOD plan are shown for every 
intersection in Figure 4.5 through Figure 4.9. All the intersections saw an increase in max 
vehicle delay for the minor movements on the side street. This was expected because 
while an intersection is running free, phases 2 and 6 are only guaranteed to run for the 
minimum green. Therefore, in the case of low mainline volume, minor movements have 










delay time. Some phases for the intersection had larger changes than others and the 
results are discussed below.  
 
 
4.1.4.1 River Rd. 
 
Figure 4.5 shows the maximum vehicle delays for the side street minor 
movements at River. Rd. Notice that the median max delay went up in every timing plan 
for all phases. Also, the max vehicle delay times were more reliable while during free 






Figure 4.5 Maximum vehicile delay for side street phases at River Rd. 
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Table 4.1 Details from maximum vehicle delay at River Rd. 
Figure Comments 
4.5a 
WB left-turn phase had the highest volume per lane of any movement 
PM peak had the highest volume, but showed the smallest increase in 
delay 
Early night (1900-2200) showed the biggest increase in delay 
4.5b 
Changes in delay not as large as Φ3, but all increased 
All max vehicle delay increases were similar magnitude 
Early night (1900-2200) had biggest increase 
4.5c 
All median delays were virtually constant running coordination, while free 
saw changes in PM peak and early night 
Early night showed largest increase in delay 
Delay was very reliable during early night while running free and got 
much worse running coordinated 
4.5d 
Median delay changes were very slight from 0600-1900 
25th percentile was close to the same before and after coordination 
Early night was only timing plan to show significant delay increase 
 
 
4.1.4.2 Martin Jischke Dr. 
 
Figure 4.6 shows the maximum vehicle delays for the side street minor 
movements at Jischke Dr. Notice that all the maximum vehicle delays were low during 
free operation. Also, the maximum vehicle delay times were very reliable while the 
intersection was operating free, and less reliable during coordination. Table 4.2 shows 






Figure 4.6 Maximum vehicle delay for side street phase at Martin Jischke Dr. 
 
 
Table 4.2 Details from maximum vehicle delay at Martin Jischke Dr. 
Figure Comments 
4.6 
During coordination, all delays went up considerably, with median delay 
increases over 30 seconds per vehicle for all timing plans from 0600-1900 




4.1.4.3 Airport Rd. 
 
Figure 4.7 shows the maximum vehicle delays for the side street minor 
movements at Airport Rd. Notice that all the median maximum vehicle delays were the 
same while operating free, and were equal to the detector delay time plus mainline 
clearance time, or 14.2 seconds. All maximum vehicle delays increased during 
coordination, and all were very reliable during free operation and much less reliable 
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Figure 4.7 Maximum vehicle delay for side street phases at Airport Rd. 
 
 
Table 4.3 Details from maximum vehicle delay at Airport Rd. 
Figure Comments 
4.7a 
Median maximum vehicle delay increase was biggest during PM Peak 
Median delay increase was smallest during Early night timing plan 
Early night timing plan also had a 32.9 second increase in 75th percentile 
maximum vehicle delay 
4.7b 
Median maximum vehicle delay showed small increase in AM Peak and 
early night timing plans, while a much larger increases in midday and PM 
Peak timing plans 
In AM Peak, 25th percentile delay was slightly lower during coordination, 
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4.1.4.4 State St. 
 
When the maximum vehicle delays at State St. were looked at, initially phases 3 
and 7 saw very low maximum vehicle delays. This lower delay required further 
examination of the data and how the maximum vehicle delays were calculated. All of the 
left turn movements are protected-permitted at State St., however the maximum vehicle 
delay is only calculated during a cycle where the protected phase runs. Some maximum 
vehicle delays were found that were shorter than the clearance time of phases 2 and 6, 
which is not possible since phases 2 and 6 will not start their yellow and red clearance 
until a car occupies a minor phase. The detector on/of and phase on/off data was 
examined to see how the very short delays were happening. The events that caused the 
short delay were as follows. Phases 2 and 6 were green and had crossed their yield point, 
however no other phase had any detectors on. Then the detection on either phase 3 or 7 
would turn on for a brief instance before turning back off. Since the controller saw a 
vehicle occupying the phase, phases 2 and 6 would gap out and the left-turn phase would 
be served. However, the detection would already be off before it was served. This short 
“false call” event was likely caused by NB left or SB left turning vehicles briefly crossing 
over the EBL or WBL detection. These short delays were filtered out of the final 
maximum vehicle delay graphs. 
 
Figure 4.8 shows the maximum vehicle delays for the side street minor 
movements at State St. Notice that even after filtering the data, phases 3 and 7 showed 
still showed smaller increases in maximum vehicle delay during coordination. This was 
likely because it was a protected-permitted movement. This meant that vehicles turning 
left on the side streets would had a longer split time since they would be able to turn both 
during their protected phase and their permitted phase. The split time at State St (Figure 
3.8) had over 50% of the splits on the minor movement side of the barrier during all the 
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Table 4.4 Details from maximum vehicle delay at State St. 
Figure Comments 
4.8a 
Low sample size (served ~5 times per hour on average over 18 days) 
AM peak showed a decrease in delay while coordinated 
All timing plans from 0900-2200 showed a small increase in delay while 
coordinated 
4.8b 
All maximum vehicle delays increased while coordinated 
Median delay showed the biggest increase during AM Peak, which also 
had the highest EB volume 
Delay reliability was similar in the AM Peak, but worse during 
coordination for every other timing plan  
4.8c 
The change in median maximum vehicle delay from free operation to 
coordinated increased throughout the day 
Delay was less reliable while coordinated, especially during the Early 
Night timing plan 
4.8d 
All maximum vehicle delays increased while coordinated 
PM Peak showed the largest median maximum vehicle delay increase 
while coordinated, and also has the largest WB volume 
Delay was less reliable while coordinated 
 
 
4.1.4.5 Lindberg Rd. 
Figure 4.9 shows the maximum vehicle delays for the side street minor 
movements at Lindberg Rd. Notice that only side street left-turn phases were displayed. 
This is because maximum vehicle delay couldn’t be calculated for Φ4 or Φ8, since these 
phases don’t have stop bar detection. The detection at Lindberg Rd. was shown on Figure 
2.11. The same filtering method applied at State St. was used here to correct any false 
call short delays. Again, the protected-permitted left-turn movements saw lower increases 
in delay than other movements in the corridor. Lindberg Rd. had similar split allocation 
as State St. (Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.8), so these delays made sense based on the same 






Figure 4.9 Maximum vehicle delay for side streets left-turn phases at Lindberg Rd. 
 
 
Table 4.5 Details from maximum vehicle delay at Lindberg Rd. 
Figure Comments 
4.9a 
Median maximum vehicle delays were similar in every timing period 
except for Early Night 
All delays were less reliable during coordination 
4.9b 
Median maximum vehicle delays increased while coordinated 
Early Night timing plan showed the biggest increase in median delay 
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As expected, after the corridor was coordinated from 0600-2200, each intersection 
saw an increase in maximum vehicle delay on their side street minor movements. These 
results are similar to the results Day and Bullock [3] found using simulation. 
Coordinating a signal system involves a trade-off between improving the travel time 
along the mainline and adding delay to minor movements. Some of the increases in delay 
were greater than others, such as delays in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.9. 
 
 
4.1.5 Adjusting Split Extension and Initiating Phase Reservice 
 
As shown in Figure 4.6, implementing coordination increased the max vehicle 
delay for Jischke Dr. After viewing these results, some options to reduce the delay were 
considered. Since the corridor is running fully-actuated coordinated, one option was to 
increase the split extension. The literature review discussed the yield point on phases 2 
and 6 and how this could help the side street phases [2]. Increasing the split extension 
would allow the yield point to be reached earlier in a cycle, meaning a minor movement 
phase could be served earlier. 10% split extension is a typical default INDOT value used 
for actuated coordinated control. For Jischke Dr, the split extension was changed to 20% 
for each timing plan for one week to evaluate its operation. Afterwards all split 
extensions were changed to 0% for one week to observe the baseline semi-actuated 
coordinated condition. The results are shown in Figure 4.12, but before discussing the 
details of this figure, first the phase reservice concept must be introduced. 
 
Phase reservice is a controller setting that allows a phase to be served more than 
once in a cycle. After a yield point has been reached, phases 2 and 6 have the capability 
to gap out and serve the side streets. After the side street phase gaps out, phases 2 and 6 
return to green. Phase reservice can come into play in the case where the controller 




still enough time left in the cycle to serve the minimum split time for a minor phase, then 
it can be served a second time in the cycle.  
 
Figure 4.10 shows this concept by displaying phase green and reds for an 
intersection with and without phase reservice. In an actuated-coordinated intersection, the 
cycle length is controlled by the yield point for phases 2 and 6. In Figure 4.10a,with no 
phase reservice, after the side street phase was served and phases 2 and 6 returned to 
green, no other phases could be served until it reached the next yield point. Since the 
yield points are 90 seconds apart, after the minor movement ran a short green time and 
gapped out, Phase 8 was not served again for over 70 seconds, as shown in Figure 4.10a. 
However, if phase reservice were turned on (Figure 4.10b), the minor movement could 
potentially be served again before the next yield point is reached. It was expected that the 
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a) Without phase reservice






Due to the fact that the mainline through movement volumes were relatively low 
during the midday, and that Jischke Dr. has only 4 phases, it was deemed a candidate for 
using the phase reservice function. Phase reservice was ran at Jischke Dr. Link 2 shows a 






Figure 4.11 shows the minor movement “phase on” events grouped in 30-minute 
bins over the midday timing plan on February 2, 2014, as well as the corresponding v/c 
for Phase 2. Figure 4.11b shows the number of times that Phase 1 was served twice in the 
same cycle, and Figure 4.11d shows the same for Phase 8. The graph in Figure 4.11c 
shows a count of occurrences where Phase 1 was not served at the beginning of the cycle, 
but after phases 2 and 6 reached their yield points and was followed by Phase 8. The 
dynamic phase sequence indicated that the phase reservice event was in effect. It can be 
seen in Figure 4.11a that there were not any substantial v/c spikes when there were 
















9:00 10:30 12:00 13:30 15:00
a) Volume capacity ratio for Φ2 while phase reservice was being run 
b) Number of  times where Φ1 was served in the 0900-1500 timing plan on 2/3
c) Number of  times where Φ1 and Φ8 were served in the same cycle in the 0900-1500 timing plan
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Figure 4.12a and Figure 4.12b show the max vehicle delays for Phase 1 and Phase 
8, respectively. For the AM Peak, the lowest delay occurred while running free (for all 
split extensions).However, the best split extension in fully-actuated coordinated was 10%. 
This was the only time of day plan where 10% split extension produced the lowest max 
vehicle delay.  
 
For the midday plan, notice on Figure 4.12a that, with 20% split extension and 
phase reservice, the max vehicle delays for Phase 1 are almost the same as running free 
(approximately 12 seconds). This shows a success for running phase reservice in the 
midday plan. The next best median max vehicle delay for Phase 1 was nearly twice as 
much, 24.4 seconds for 0% split extension. The results in Figure 4.12b for Phase 8 were 
less resounding, but the phase reservice scenario nevertheless provided the lowest max 
vehicle delay of all actuated coordinated timing plans. The median max vehicle delay for 
20% split extension with phase reservice was 23.8 seconds for the midday timing plan, 
and the next best was 42.3 seconds. This is a considerable improvement, although it is 
still higher than the 7.2 second median max vehicle delay during free operation. 
 
During the PM Peak, Figure 4.12a shows that the best coordinated scenario for 
Phase 1 was virtually a tie between 20% split extension and 0% split extension. In Figure 
4.12b, Phase 8 followed a different pattern. 20% split extension had the lowest max 
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4.2 Total Delay on Mainline 
 
Every side street minor movement saw an increase in the max vehicle delays when 
switching from free to coordination. Those results make sense since running free only 
guarantees that a phase will be served for its min. green, while phases 2 and 6 in a fully-
actuated coordinated intersection have to reach the yield point before the minor 
movements can be served, creating more delay. One of the main benefits from a corridor 
being coordinated, however, is the improved travel time for the corridor, corresponding 
with a reduction in delay on the mainline. In order to measure the improvement in delay 
for phases 2 and 6, the input-output delay method was used. 
 
 
4.2.1 Input-Output Total Delay Methodology 
 
The maximum vehicle delay method was established with stop bar presence 
detection. However, most coordinated thru phases only have advanced detection, so a 
different method needed to be used to determine the delay. Sharma et al. [17] used a 
formula to calculate the delay of each vehicle after it crossed the advanced detection. 
Figure 4.13 shows the concept of converting advanced detector detection times to arrival 
times for an intersection, and creating departure times with number of vehicles and 











(b) Departure profile. 
 
Figure 4.13 Obtaining arrival and departure profiles from field data, from [17]. 
 
 
Figure 4.14 shows the different ways that the delay is calculated. In Figure 4.14a, 
no vehicles are arriving or departing in the time period between tk-1 and tk. In Figure 
4.14b, vehicles are departing at saturation flow rate (s) in the time period between tk-1 and 
tk. In Figure 4.14c, the vehicles in the queue began departing at saturation flow rate (s) at 
time tk-1 and the queue was empty at time tD. 
  




Assume deterministic travel time










































































In Figure 4.15, the concept of vehicle arrivals, departures and total delay are shown. 
Figure 4.15a shows the arrivals, with some before and some after the beginning of green. 
Figure 4.15b shows the departure rate. Figure 4.15c combines the information from (a) 
and (b), where the total delay is equal to the area under the curve in (c).  All the necessary 













































Queue length for the kth time interval: 







Green of  Beginning is  TypeEvent  if



























Green of End is  TypeEvent  if},0max{



















































 and  if (c))(













These 3 conditions are the cases where 
a) rectangular / signal is red –Figure 4.15a 
b) trapezoidal / signal is green but queue does not discharge by end –Figure 4.15b 
c) triangular / signal is green and queue discharges –Figure 4.15c 
The time to discharge in case (c): 
 







4.2.2 Total Delay on the Corridor 
 
Using this methodology and applying it to hi-res data, the total delay was 
calculated across the corridor for every phase that had advanced detection. These results 
were averaged as delay per vehicle and are shown in the following figures. For each 
figure, the free data was taken from 2/18/2014 and coordinated data was taken from 
2/11/2014, both of which were days used in the MAC address matching corridor travel 
times seen in Figure 3.13. 
 
4.2.2.1 River Rd. 
 
Figure 4.16 shows the total delay for the coordinated phases at River Rd. In 
Figure 4.16a, since Φ2 (NB) is at the beginning of the corridor, there is no control on the 
arrivals. These delays aren’t strongly affected by switching from free operations to 
coordination since platoon arrivals can’t be adjusted with offsets. Summary of the 





Figure 4.16 Average vehicle delay on mainline thru movements at River Rd. 
 
 
Table 4.6 Changes in average delay on coordinated phases at River Rd. 
Figure Comments 
4.16b 
AM Peak saw both the median and 75th percentile average delay reduced 
during coordination 
Midday and PM Peak timing plans had virtually the same average delay 
on all 3 quartiles during both free operation and coordination 
Early night had a slightly worse median average delay and a worse 75th 
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4.2.2.2 Martin Jischke Dr 
 
Figure 4.17 shows the average delays at Martin Jischke Dr. for phases 2 and 6 
while operating free and coordinated. All the timing plans saw similar median average 
delays before and after coordination. The results for each coordinated phase are shown in 
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Table 4.7 Changes in average delay on coordinated phases at Jischke Dr. 
Figure Comments 
4.17a 
All timing plans saw improved reliability during coordination, when 
applicable 
All timing plans kept the same median average delay of 0 seconds 
4.17b 
AM Peak, PM Peak and Early night timing plans all had nearly the same 
median average delays while running free and coordinated 
Midday saw a small increase in median average delay while coordinated 




4.2.2.3 Airport Rd. 
 
Figure 4.18 shows the average delays at Airport Rd. for phases 2 and 6 during 
free operation and coordination. Notice that all the average delays were more reliable 






Figure 4.18 Average vehicle delay on mainline thru movements at Airport Rd. 
 
 
Table 4.8 Changes in average delay on coordinated phases at Airport Rd. 
Figure Comments 
4.18a 
All timing plans saw a decrease in average delay during coordination, 
when applicable 
All timing plans showed more reliable average delays when coordinated, 
when applicable 
4.18b 
Midday, PM Peak and Early night timing plans all had nearly the same 
median average delays while running free and coordinated 
AM Peak showed a small increase in average delay while coordinated 
All timing plans had slightly more reliable average delays while 
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4.2.2.4 State St. 
 
Figure 4.19 shows the average delays at State St. for phases 2 and 6 while 
operating free and coordinated. Notice that there isn’t a graph for Φ2 (NB). This is due to 
the advanced detection problem at State St. NB mentioned Section 3.2. The results are 




Figure 4.19 Average vehicle delay on Φ6 at State St. 
 
 
Table 4.9 Changes in average delay on coordinated phases at State St. 
Figure Comments 
4.19 
AM Peak timing plan was the only timing plan that showed a modest 
decrease in median average delay while coordinated 
AM Peak, Midday and PM Peak timing plans had more reliable average 
delays while coordinate 
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4.2.2.5 Lindberg Rd. 
 
Figure 4.20 shows the average delays at Lindberg Rd. for phases 2 and 6 while 
operating free and coordinated. Notice that all timing plans showed either equal or lower 
median average delay. Also, with the exception of Φ6 Early Night, all timing plans saw 
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Table 4.10 Changes in average delay on coordinated phases at Lindberg Rd. 
Figure Comments 
4.20a 
AM Peak and PM Peak timing plans saw decreases in median average 
delay while coordinated 
All timing plans had more reliable average delays while coordinated 
4.20b 
AM Peak and Midday timing plans saw decreases in median average delay 
while coordinated 
AM Peak, Midday and PM Peak timing plans all saw more reliable 
average delays while coordinated 




Figure 4.21 shows the average delay for side street minor movement phases at 
Lindberg Rd. EB and WB thru movements have advanced detection and no detection at 
the stop bar (Figure 2.11). Because of this, maximum vehicle delay couldn’t be calculated 
for phases 4 and 8 back in Section 4.1. The average delay in Figure 4.21 showed similar 
results as maximum vehicle delay plots in Figure 4.5 through Figure 4.9. All coordinated 
timing plans for both phases saw an increase in average delay in Figure 4.21. Table 4.11 
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a)  Φ4 (EB)




Table 4.11 Changes in average delay on side street minor thru phases at Lindberg Rd. 
Figure Comments 
4.21a 
Midday and Early night timing plans saw bigger increases in median 
average delay than AM Peak and PM Peak, although all increased 
AM Peak, Midday and PM Peak timing plans all saw similar reliability in 
average delays running free and coordinated 
Early night timing plan saw increase in median and less reliable average 
delays while coordinated 
4.21b 
Midday timing plan  saw the biggest increase in average delay while 
coordinated, 20.9 seconds 
AM Peak and Midday timing plans both saw less reliable average delays 
while coordinated 
PM Peak and Early night timing plans both saw more reliable average 





Coordinated phases across the corridor virtually all saw decreases in average delay, 
and some were greater than others. This was expected since coordination improves 
arrivals on green, thus decreasing delays. Also, the average delays were typically more 
reliable when coordinated. This was also expected since intersections operating fully-




4.3 Comparing Delay Changes on Mainline and Side Streets 
 
Section 4.1 showed the maximum vehicle delays across the corridor. These values 
were calculated for each cycle and were the longest wait for any vehicle, in seconds. All 




coordination. Section 4.2 showed the vehicle delay for all phases that had advanced 
detection. These values were calculated for each cycle and were the average vehicle delay 
in each cycle. From the same calculations, the total delay in vehicle-seconds for each 
cycle was calculated. Virtually every intersection saw a decrease in average vehicle delay 
for the coordinated phases, seen in Section 4.2, and thus a decrease in total delay in veh-
seconds. This “total delay” value can’t be compared directly to the maximum vehicle 
delay since they are in different units. In order for maximum vehicle delay to be a more 
useful performance measure, it had to be able to be converted to total delay for an 
intersection.  
 
In order to compare the maximum vehicle delay to the input-output total vehicle 
delay, a method was created to estimate the amount of delay on a side-street movement 
without advance detection, based on expanding the concept of the maximum vehicle 
delay. Figure 4.22 shows all the information that would be needed to calculate the total 
vehicle delay for a minor movement. The hi-res data allows the following items to be 
measured: arrival time of the first vehicle (A1), cycle length (C), beginning of green 
(BOG), end of green (EOG), the total number of vehicles arriving in a cycle (N), and the 
wait time of the first vehicle (W1). This first vehicle wait time is the same as the 
maximum vehicle delay under case 1, as illustrated in Figure 4.1. Similar to calculating 
input-output total delay, the remaining information can be mathematically determined 







Figure 4.22 Information required to calculate total delay, where Ak = vehicle arrival, Dk = 
vehicle departure, BOG = beginning of green and EOG = end of green. 
 
 
As stated before, the first vehicle wait time was already calculated for every cycle. 
The arrival period (AP) of N vehicles in a cycle is equal to the time between A1 and EOG. 
 
It is assumed that vehicles on the side-street movements arrive randomly at the 
intersection [4,5]. If arrival times are considered as uniformly distributed between A1 and 












Here, AH stands for the arrival headway. 
 
red green
C = Cycle Length
W1 = 1st vehicle wait time (delay)
W2 = 2nd vehicle wait time
W3 = 3rd vehicle wait time
W4 = 4th vehicle wait 
time
















The other piece of information required to calculate each vehicle wait time (Wk) is 
the departure time of each vehicle. Assuming that departures begin at BOG and all 














Here, h is the headway based on the saturation flow rate, which is used for the departure 
headway. 
 
 Each vehicles wait time is equal to the difference between its departure and 





















A tool was already created that could calculate W1. By adding some additional hi-
res count channel data and equations to calculate Ak and Dk for k=2 to N in every cycle, a 
new tool was developed to calculate total delay in vehicle-seconds. The total delay for 
minor movement phases on the side streets was calculated at every intersection on 
2/18/2014 for free and 2/11/2014 for coordination, the same days used in input-output 
delay. These delay results were compared to the input-output delay from phases 2 and 6.  
 
Figure 4.23 shows the total delay for both phases 2 and 6 (a) and minor 




showed a decrease in total delay compared to free, while Figure 4.23b showed an 
increase in total delay while coordinated. Examining Figure 4.23 shows that the total 
delay values were higher on the side street movements in (b) than the total delays for the 
same intersections in (a). Note that only SB was used for the coordinated phases at State 
St, due to detector problems discussed in Section 3.2. The benefit of decreased delay on 
the coordinated phases didn’t totally counteract for the increased delay on the side street 
movements. In order to look more closely at the changes in delay for coordination, the 






Figure 4.23 Total vehicle delay across the corridor during all timing plans (0600-2200) 
 
 
Figure 4.24 shows the total delay on coordinated phases and minor phases on the 
side streets during the AM Peak (0600-0900). The differences between free and 
coordinated total delays for each intersection in Figure 4.24a were similar to the 



























a) Total vehicle delay on Φ2 & Φ6






on Figure 4.24a were greater than the increase in delay for the side street phases on 
Figure 4.24b. All the other intersections saw greater increases for the side street phases, 
however none were substantially greater. The reason that the delay differences between 
free and coordinated on the mainline and side streets are similar is likely caused by the 
higher proportion of mainline volume to side street volume during the AM Peak. Many 
travelers are going from home to Purdue University during the AM Peak. Anyone who 
lives S to SW or N to NW from the campus would be likely to take part of the 231 






Figure 4.24 Total vehicle delay across the corridor during AM Peak (0600-0900) 
 
 
Figure 4.25 shows the total delay on the coordinated phases and minor side street 
phases during the Midday timing plan (0900-1500). Notice that the total delays on side 





























a) Total vehicle delay on Φ2 & Φ6






in Figure 4.25a. Also the differences between the total delays of free and coordinated 


































a) Total vehicle delay on Φ2 & Φ6






Figure 4.26 shows the total delay on the coordinated phases and minor side street 
phases during the PM Peak (1500-1900). It shows that the decreases in total delay on the 
coordinated phases in Figure 4.26a are small compared to the large increases in delay on 
the side street phases in Figure 4.26b. Figure 4.26b shows the worst increase in total 
delay while coordinated happened at Lindberg Rd and was over twice as much the total 
delay while free. Also, the total delay values were greater on the side street phases in (b) 
than the coordinated phases in (a). The reason that the side street total delay is the highest 
during the PM Peak is likely because the same travelers that went from home to Purdue 
in the AM Peak are returning from Purdue to home during the PM Peak, using the side 







Figure 4.26 Total vehicle delay across the corridor during PM peak (1500-1900) 
 
 
 Overall, the corridor saw an increase in total delay while running coordination. 
The AM Peak saw the smallest increase in total delay, attributed to travelers commuting 
to Purdue. PM Peak saw the largest side street total delays, attributed to the same 
commuters returning to home and using side street phases to enter the corridor. Midday 
a) Total vehicle delay on Φ2 & Φ6


































saw the largest increase in total delay, likely because the volumes for coordinated and 







CHAPTER 5. CORRIDOR SUMMARY 
After the US-231 corridor opened, it was desired to optimize the corridor, balancing 
the objectives of providing a reliable corridor travel time and acceptably low side street 
delays. It is possible to define the “health” of a traffic signal system in three broad 
categories: communication, detection and functional operation [10]. The process that was 
done on the US-231 system can be repeated on any corridor to analyze the health and 
performance. This chapter will summarize what was done on 231 and discuss how it 
could be applied to any corridor. 
 
 
5.1 Communication and Data Completeness 
 
The way to access and monitor the US-231 controllers and data changed 
significantly from when the corridor opened to traffic to when the study was finished. 
Originally, all the intersections were isolated. There was no communication between the 
intersections or from each intersection to a central location. This was because they were 
all running free and not being monitored. Once the study began, Raspberry Pi based data 
collection devices (Figure 2.12) were installed at each intersection. This eliminated the 
problem of limited controller flash memory storage. Finally, closer to the end of the study, 
INDOT installed cellular modems to provide communication to the intersections from 
offsite.  This allowed the controllers to be accessed remotely. 
 
Table 5.1 shows data completeness across the corridor during February and March 











Raspberry Pi devices. Once the modems were installed at River Rd. and State St. on 
2/11/2014, these intersections maintained 100% communication, shown in Table 5.1. On 
2/24/2014, the Raspberry Pis were removed from the Airport Rd. and Lindberg Rd. 
cabinets because data collection at those intersections for the study was finished. When 
modems were installed at Jischke Dr. and Lindberg Rd. on 2/27/2014, the new 
communications link at Lindberg re-established the data collection, but Airport Rd. 
remained offline, without either a modem or a Raspberry Pi. 
 
 




5.2 Detector Health 
 
Method for monitoring detector health (Table 3.1), as well as the health of the 231 
corridor detection was discussed in Section 3.2. It was found that advanced detection for 
Φ2 (NB) at State St. was broken. After the detector problem was found in December 
2013, appropriate INDOT employees were informed, however the problem was not 
corrected by the end of the study.  
2-2 to 
2-8-2014 168 168 168 168 168
2-9 to 
2-15-2014 168 168 168 168 168
2-16 to 
2-22-2014 168 168 168 168 168
2-23 to 
3-1-2014 168 168 40 168 71
3-2 to
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5.3 Functional Operation Characteristics 
 
After the health of communication and detection has been addressed, the corridor 
operation can be examined by looking at performance measures. Some performance 
measures were discussed in CHAPTER 3 and CHAPTER 4 including: 
• Flow Rates (Section 3.3) 
• PCDs and Arrivals on Green (Section 3.4.2) 
• Maximum vehicle delay on minor movements (Section 4.1) 
• Average vehicle delay on mainline phases 2 and 6 (Section4.2) 
• Total delay in veh-min for all movements (Section 4.3) 
 
 
5.3.1 Arrivals on Green 
 
The arrivals on green (AOG) improved on the corridor during coordination. 
Figure 5.1 and Table 5.2 show the AOG for the corridor on 2/11/2014 for coordinated 
and 2/18/2014 for free operation. Figure 5.1 shows that, although volumes were slightly 
lower, there were more arrivals on green while running coordinated. Table 5.2 shows that 
there was an AOG increase of approximately 10-15% when the system is coordinated. 
Under free operations, the busier intersections (River Rd., State St., and Lindberg Rd.) 
had 40-50% AOG, meaning that more than half of the arterial traffic had to stop. The 
other intersections, which are less busy, have high percentage AOG because the traffic 
signals rest on the mainline green when there is no demand for side-street traffic. By 
putting in coordination, the AOG numbers are improved for every single approach, with 














































































5.3.2 Side Street Delay 
 
In general, coordination tends to focus on the quality of mainline progression, 
sometimes at the expense of side street performance. This thesis introduces a side street 
delay performance measure that allows a more detailed examination of minor phase 
performance. 
 
The side street maximum vehicle delay was discussed thoroughly in CHAPTER 4, 
with the calculation method explained in Section 4.1. During free operations, side street 
delays are typically low because the controller is not forced to dwell in the coordinated 
phases. This was the case for the US-231 corridor. While running free, the max vehicle 
delays for the side street phases were relatively low, seen in Table 5.3 through Table 5.7 
for each intersection. Once timing plans were introduced, the side street delayed for every 
minor phase increased practically every time of day. Plots showing each quartile were 
presented in Figure 4.5 through Figure 4.9. This demonstrates what can be called the 










































































































Table 5.4 Max vehicle delay at Jischke Dr. 
 






















































































































































































































































This thesis presented a variety of performance measures. 
• The corridor travel time was examined (Figure 3.13). These results showed 
an improvement after coordination. 
• Maximum vehicle delay was introduced as a performance measure for side 
street phases with stop bar detection (Figure 4.5 through Figure 4.9). 
Increases in maximum vehicle delay were observed with the implementation 
of coordination. 
• Input-output delay was used to characterize the performance of the mainline 
movements (Figure 4.16 through Figure 4.20). Decreases were observed 
when coordination was deployed. 
• Lastly, the maximum vehicle delay was converted to total delay so it could 
be compared to the input-output delay (Figure 4.23 through Figure 4.26). 
 
This section presents the general conclusions from these results. 
 
 
5.4.1 AM Peak 
 
The AM peak timing plan showed the biggest improvement in corridor travel time 
(Figure 3.13). For northbound vehicles, there was a 1 minute 15 second improvement, 
and for southbound vehicles there was a 43.5 second improvement. There were an 
average of 7 MAC address matches per day northbound, and 8.5 southbound. 
 
Changes in total delay for each intersection during the AM peak were shown in 
Figure 4.24. These are summarized in Table 5.9. During the AM Peak timing plan, side 
street total delay was the lowest for coordination. This resulted in the smallest change in 
total delay of the three timing plans, +179.6 veh-min. Although the goal of the corridor 




for the AM peak this may have been the case. Table 5.8 shows volumes during the AM 
peak on the coordinated phases from 2/10 to 2/14/2014. Based on the volumes in Table 
5.8, it wouldn’t be unreasonable to assume that 100 vehicles traveled the entire corridor 
in each direction during the AM peak. If that were the case, the improvement in travel 
time for those 200 vehicles would offset the increase in delay at every intersection. Based 
on this result, it is recommended that the corridor remain in coordination during the AM 
Peak. 
 






In the corridor travel time plot (Figure 3.13), the Midday timing plan showed the 
smallest improvement in travel time. Midday total delay (Figure 4.25) increased much 
more than the corresponding improvements on the mainline. These results are shown in 
Table 5.9. Due to the small improvements in corridor travel time compared to the large 
increases in delay, it is recommended that the corridor revert to running free during the 
Midday (0900-1500) timing plans. 
 
River Rd. Jischke Airport State Lindberg US 52
NB SB NB SB NB SB NB SB NB SB NB
2/10 1535 772 918 928 899 890 697 526 710 712
2/11 1415 668 837 851 762 818 683 454 675 577
2/12 1600 771 949 976 839 931 731 547 751 720
2/13 1608 723 1000 934 880 913 723 567 776 730
















5.4.3 PM Peak 
 
The PM peak timing plan saw a large improvement in corridor travel time, especially 
southbound (Figure 3.13). Also, the reliability of corridor travel time improved very 
much running coordination. For the total delay, Figure 4.26 shows the total delay for each 
intersection and it is summarized in Table 5.9. There was a large increase in delay on the 
side streets, resulting in an increase in the total delay for the corridor. Therefore, in terms 
of the total delay, the improvements from coordination seem out of balance compared to 
the increase in side street delay. Ultimately, this is a result of the fact that the side street 
volumes are still very high compared to the mainline volumes in this corridor. 
 
However, there is an additional factor to account for before making the suggestion 
for the future timing plan of the corridor. Volumes in the PM peak are expected to 
increase over the coming months, because of the opening of a new Meijer grocery store 
on US-52 near the intersection with US-231, as shown in Figure 5.2. This facility is 
expected to generate traffic not only from the West Lafayette area, but Lafayette as well, 
and the most convenient road to reach it will be US-231. Since the corridor saw a strong 
improvement in travel time, and there is an expected increase in total trips through the 
corridor in the coming months, it is recommended that the corridor remain in 
coordination during the PM peak to accommodate the expected increase in traffic. If not 
for this development, however, it would be recommended not to run coordination during 
the PM peak. 
 
 
5.4.4 Early Night 
 
Travel times for the Early Night timing plan weren’t shown because controller 
operation changes were made during the Early Night timing plan on two of the days used 
in the travel time plot (Figure 3.13). The large increases in maximum vehicle delay 




through Figure 4.20) for Early Night were similar to those for Midday. Due to a large 
increase in delay and low demand for all phases, it was recommended that all 















AM Peak (0600-0900) Midday (0900-1500) PM Peak (1500-1900)
Free Coord Δdelay Free Coord Δdelay Free Coord Δdelay
Φ2 & Φ6 948.8 550.7 -398.1 1157.9 730.4 -427.5 1410.7 1064.9 -345.8
Side Street 
Movements 828.2 1406.0 +577.8 1334.1 2867.4 +1533.3 1615.4 3039.3 +1423.9





CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION 
The newly constructed US-231 arterial provided a great test bed to examine different 
tools for corridor assessment. All intersections were initially operating free and without 
any communication. Corridor assessment is often done by making tweaks to current 
timing plans in a system of intersections and monitoring the changes. Because the 231 
corridor was operating free at the beginning of the study, this gave an additional 
challenge of providing optimal splits and coordination using high-resolution data from 
the intersections. Engineers typically analyze corridor performance by looking at two 
objectives: minimize corridor travel time along the mainline, or minimize the total delay 
for all movements. Along with creating optimal timing plans, the other goal of this study 
was to balance the changes these two objectives by using appropriate performance 
measures to compare the changes in signal operation. 
 
Split optimization in the corridor was done by looking at v/c proportions along the 
critical path (Section 3.4.1). This new method was based on Webster’s v/c balancing [5] 
expanded for dual ring operation with the HCM critical path concept [4]. After the splits 
for every intersection were implemented, progression was optimized using Link Pivot 
(Section 3.4.2). Once all signals in the corridor were running with these new timing plans, 
corridor assessment began. 
 
First, the changes in corridor travel time were determined. This was done by 
Bluetooth MAC address matching (Section 3.6). Corridor travel time was shown to 
improve during all timing plans (Figure 3.13). Specifically, AM Peak and PM Peak 




plan weren’t significant, due to low side street volumes allowing higher AOG on the 
coordinated phases during free operation. 
 
Next, the maximum vehicle delay concept was introduced and calculated for all 
minor movements on the corridor (Section 4.1). Maximum vehicle delay is the longest 
vehicle wait time during a cycle for a specific phase. As expected, coordination caused an 
increase in minor movement maximum vehicle delay (Figure 4.5 through Figure 4.9). 
This was the case because during free operation, all phases are actuated and can gap out 
after minimum greens are served, allowing any movement to be served after a short wait 
time when there is low demand on the mainline. 
 
The maximum vehicle delay method could be used by current practitioners in a 
number of beneficial ways. The first use would be to validate user complaints about long 
wait times at an intersection. After receiving the complaint, an engineer could calculate 
the longest wait time during the time period of the complaint. Using this data, the 
complaint could either be confirmed or denied. Max vehicle delay could be used to 
balance arterial and side street delays, just as it was done in this paper. Another use could 
be to examine when an intersection switches from coordinated to free operation in the 
early night. Maximum vehicle delay could be used to see if free operation provided the 
smallest total delay at the intersection. 
 
After side street delay, next total delay on the coordinated phases was examined. 
Total delay was calculated using the input-output method described in Section 4.2.1. The 
results showed that all intersections saw improvements in total delay for coordinated 
phases during coordination (Figure 4.16 through Figure 4.20). These results were also 
expected since coordination brings higher arrivals on green than free operation, hence 
less delay for mainline thru vehicles. 
 
In order to compare single vehicle delays on the side streets to total vehicle delay on 




the same cycle in Section 4.3. The total delays were summed for each timing plan and 
compared. The results showed that, for the entire day (0600-2200), side street minor 
movement delay was typically greater than mainline delay, and increases in delay during 
coordination on side street phases were greater than decreases in delay on phases 2 and 6 
(Figure 4.23). When each plan was examined (Figure 4.24 through Figure 4.26), it 
showed the total delay increase during AM Peak was lower than the other timing plans. 
 
The study concluded by comparing all the performance measures and determining 
the recommended operation of the corridor (Section 5.4). It was recommended that AM 
Peak and PM Peak timing plans remain coordinated. The results showed that the travel 
time improvements offset the increased delay during the AM Peak. PM Peak was 
recommended to stay coordinated because of increased volume expected once a newly 
built development opens. Midday and Early Night timing plans were recommended to 
revert to operating free. This was because the results showed large increases in delay and 
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